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Abstract. The thalamus is a key structure in the central nervous system, serving both sensory pathways 
toward cortical sensory areas  and cortico  thalamo  cortical pathways. A neural mass model of 
interacting thalamic population showing both burst and tonic firing modalities was presented, and the basic 
conditions needed to generate self-sustaining oscillatory patterns is depicted.  
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1. Introduction 
 The thalamus is constituted by 15 relay nuclei (TCN, Thalamo-Cortical relay Nuclei) and by the Thalamic 

Reticular Nucleus (TRN). TCN are functionally classified as first order nuclei, transmitting sensory 
information from the periphery to the cortex, and higher order nuclei, serving as intermediate stations in 
cortico – cortical links. Afferent inputs to TCN are classified as drivers and modulators, depending on the 
role of the information they transmit [Sherman and Guillery, 2002]. The TCN send excitatory, AMPA-
mediated synapses to cortical areas and to the TRN. The TRN  spatially surrounds the TCN and sends it 
inhibitory, GABAA- and GABAB-mediated synapses. Both TCN and TRN receive excitatory inputs from the 
cortex and modulatory (both excitatory and inhibitory) inputs from the basal forebrain [Huguenard and 
McCormick, 2007]. First order TCN receive driver inputs coming from peripheral sensors. A portion of TRN 
receive collateral, inhibitory inputs from the surrounding TRN regions. Mutual excitatory and inhibitory 
interactions between TCN and TRN are thought to be involved in the generation of oscillatory activities that 
can be transmitted to the cortex and observed in EEG signals as δ, θ, and α rhythms, during both sleep and 
wakefulness. Moreover, they could play a key role in the generation of pathological patterns transmitted to 
the cortex  (e.g. in generalized epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease and in Attention Deficit Disorders) [Llinas et al., 
2005]. Results coming from a number of experimental and theoretical works suggest that the generation of 
self-paced, oscillatory patterns arising at thalamic (and thalamocortical) level could be the observable 
consequence of underlying limit-cycle dynamics [Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2003; Steriade, 1997].   

Differently from other structures in the CNS (e.g. the cortex), TCR and TRN neurons show two firing 
modalities: a) tonic, continuous firing (when depolarized from resting state) up to 50-100 spikes/s and b) 
burst firing (when hyperpolarized) characterized by periods of high frequency firing (bursts, firing rate up to 
800 spikes/s) interspersed with (usually) longer silent periods (inter-burst frequency of 2-13 Hz) [Sherman, 
2001]. The latter modality arises from a low-threshold, Ca2+-related current (IT) whose membrane channels 
show both de-inactivation and activation dynamics as a function of the membrane potential of the thalamic 
cell. Tonic and burst firing modes are known to be related to different operational modes of the thalamic 
nuclei (mostly set by the modulatory inputs) [Bhazenov et al., 2002; Jones, 2005], even if it is not fully clear 
to what extent they co-participate in the generation of physio-pathological thalamic oscillatory activity. 

The generation and propagation of synchronous, oscillatory activities between interacting neuronal 
populations, both at the thalamic and cortical levels, can be investigated with the use of  Neural Mass Models 
(NMM) [Jansen and Rit, 2005; David and Friston, 2003; Ursino et al., 2007]. In a typical NMM, the 
synchronous dynamic of an entire neuronal population is governed by few state variables. In particular, the 
relationship  between the mean membrane potential (V) and the mean firing rate (FR) of the population is 
usually represented by a non-linear, instantaneous input – output curve (usually a monotonically increasing 
sigmoid) and the synaptic connection from a population A to a population B is described by a linear, dynamic 
(usually a  second-order one) transformation of the FR of A in a variation of V of B. In a NMM of interacting 
populations, oscillatory patterns (of both Vs and FRs) could arise from several mechanisms (not mutually 
exclusive) [Grimbert and Faugeras, 2006]: a) synaptic-mediated, band-pass filtering of Gaussian white noise 
fed to the model (representing a background synaptic noise), where the state of the model oscillates in the 
proximity of a stable point in the state space; b) limit-cycle periodic and/or quasi-periodic oscillations in the 
state space, present also without introducing noise in some entry point; and c) a combination of  the previous 
ones.  Obviously, the presence of mutually interacting excitatory ad inhibitory connections is needed to have 
oscillatory patterns. As stated before, in classic NMMs the input-output relationship of a single population is 
usually described by a monotonic, sigmoidal function, thus implicitly modelling only tonic firing mode. 
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Differently, [Suffczynski et al., 2001] recently proposed a NMM of interacting thalamic populations with an 
input-output relationship specifically designed to represent only burst firing mechanisms. The model was set 
to oscillate in the α band (8-12 Hz) as a result of linear filtering of noise fed into the TCR populations and 
used to study  the dynamical modulation of segregate alpha rhythms  
through a competitive mechanism based on mutual inhibition between 
different portions of TRN. At present, we are not aware of any NMM 
model able to describe both tonic and burst firing mechanisms within a 
single theoretical structure.  

Aim of this work is to present a computational model of interacting TCN 
and TRN populations involving both tonic and firing modes, in order to: i) 
investigate the possible mechanisms of generation of oscillatory activity in 
a more complete and physiological manner within the NMM framework, 
and ii)  study how modulatory and sensory inputs could set the firing 
mode of the model. In perspective, the model may be integrated with 
NMMs of cortical regions, to analyze the interaction between thalamic and 
cortical rhythms in different conditions of neurophysiological importance.  

2. Methods 
The model explicitly represents a TCN and a TRN population, thus modelling a thalamic nucleus and the 

corresponding portion of the surrounding reticular nucleus. It takes into account i) the mutual interactions 
between TCN and TRN, ii) the modulatory inputs to both TCN and TRN, and iii) the sensory input to TCN 
(see Fig. 1).  

2.1. Model of a single thalamic population 

We modelled tonic firing as in classical NMMs 
and burst firing by retaining the basic assumptions 
by [Suffczynski et al., 2001]). We assumed that 
only the fraction of cells not involved in burst firing 
is allowed to fire in tonic mode. Tonic firing was 
modelled as a static sigmoidal function of V 
ranging from 0 to 1 (representing the fraction of 
cells involved in tonic firing), multiplied by the 
maximum pulse density associated with tonic firing 
(set at 50 pulses /s). Bursting behaviour at the 
population level was modelled through the 
following assumptions, taken from [Suffczynski et al., 2001]: i) the fraction of the population showing burst 
firing is determined by the product of the fractions for which the IT current is both de-inactivated and 
activated; ii) de-inactivation of IT-related channels is governed by a second – order dynamic (n(t)) coupled 
with a nonlinear steady state function of V; iii) activation of IT-related channels is governed by a steady state 
function of V, since dynamic was assumed as very fast compared to n(t), and thus approximated as 
instantaneous; and iv) the FR associated with burst firing was assumed as the product between the bursting 
fraction of the population and a value representing the maximum pulse density associated with burst firing. 
We set the global FR of the population as the sum of tonic and burst FRs. In summary: 

FR(t)=FB(V,t) ·GB+(1-FB(V,t)) ·f∞(V) ·GT                               (1)                                 

where: FR is the firing rate;  V is the mean membrane potential (referred to the resting potential, -70 mV); 
GT and GB are the maximum tonic and burst pulse densities (set at 50 and 800 pulses/s, respectively); f∞ is the 
sigmoidal static function of V modeling tonic firing mode; and FB is the fraction of the population that is 
involved in burst firing. The latter is described by: 

FB(V,t)=n∞(V)*n(t) ·m∞(V)                          (2) 

where: n∞,  m∞ are sigmoidal static functions of V representing the fractions of the population for which 
Ca2+ T-type channels are de-inactivated and activated, respectively, and n(t) represents the kinetic of de-
inactivation. The latter is described by a second-order dynamics, with impulse response:  

n(t) = (n1· n2)/(n1+n2) ·(e-n
1
t-e-n

2
t)                              (3) 

Each sigmoidal function is described as follows: 

x∞ = 1/ (1 + e(V0-V0x)/σx)                          x = n, m, f                 (4) 

2.2. Model of synaptic connections 

Coherently with previously presented formulations of NMMs, the V of a target population is obtained as 
the sum of post-synaptic variations in membrane potential, each obtained from the pre-synaptic FR of a 
specific upstream population. Each pre-synaptic FR is: i) multiplied by a specific connection weight and ii) 
convolved with alpha functions representing the dynamics of activation of specific synaptic receptors.  

Fig. 1 Basic structures and 
connections included in the 
model (highlighted area). 

1. TABLE I 
                               PARAMETERS USED IN THE MODEL 

Symbol Value Unit Symbol Value Unit 

n1 10 s-1 GGABAa    1.12 mV 
n2 20 s-1 GGABAb      2  mV 
σn 1 mV-1 GGLUT   4.42 mV 
σm -0.01 mV-1 aGABAa     83 s-1 
σf -1 mV-1 aGABAb     65 s-1 

V0n -3 mV aGLUT     11 s-1 
V0m 0 mV CTCN→ TRN     10 - 
V0f 5 mV CTRN→ TCN     -5 - 
σb -30 s-1 GT     50 s-1

FR0b 200 s GLTS    800 s-1
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Further, we assumed that: a) The TCN population is equipped with two GABA receptors (GABAA and 
slow GABAB) for inhibitory input coming from the TRN (as modeled in [Suffczynski et al., 2001]); b) 
GABAb receptors in TCN neurons have a nonlinear, sigmoidal activation function (i.e. they start to mediate 
incoming TRN FR only if it exceeds a certain threshold); and c) modulatory inputs to both TCN and TRN 
have very slow dynamics, and thus can be modeled as constants directly summed to the mean membrane 
potential. The latter assumption allowed us to pack all the modulatory inputs to a population in a single 
variable, representing the overall postsynaptic membrane potential arising (mainly) from cortical and 
brainstem structures. It is straightforward that also driver inputs, like the sensory input to TCR, could be 
eventually packed in the overall post-synaptic membrane potential, if assumed as slowly varying. The 
previous simplification allowed us to focus on the dynamics arising from the mutual connections between 
TCN and TCR as a function of the two modulatory inputs. In summary 

VTCR(t)=(FRTRN(t)·CTRNTCN*hGABAa(t))+(FRTRN(t)·g∞·CTRNTCN)*hGABAb(t)+INMODULTCR                          (5) 

VTRN(t)=FRTCN(t)·CTCNTRN*hGLUT+NMODULTCR                                        (6)                             

where: hTYPE functions describe the dynamic of activation of synaptic receptors (type = AMPA, GABAA, and 
GABAB);  Cj →k are the connections weights from input j to target k; INMODUL→k are  the modulatory inputs to 
target k; and g∞ is the nonlinear activation function for GABAb receptors. 

g∞ (FR) = 1/(1+e(FR-FR0b)/σb)                                 (7) 

 The symbol *denotes temporal convolution. Each htype function represents the impulse response of                            
a second-order dynamic:  

htype(t) = Gtype · t ·e
-a

type
 · t                         (8) 

where Gtype·atype is the static gain and 1/atype is the time constant. 
In [Suffczynski et al., 2001] the synaptic dynamic was represented by a second-order linear system 

different from that corresponding to Eq. 8. Hence, the parameters in Eq. 8 were obtained by a least square 
fitting procedure, to minimize the square difference of our impulse responses and that used in the original 
work. The parameters for g∞  sigmoid where set to allow GABAb receptors to become active only for firing 
rates higher than 50 pulses/s (possible only if TRN shows non-zero burst firing). The latter assumption is 
compatible with physiological evidences [Llinas et al., 2005].  

2.3. Performed analyses 

As stated in the Introduction, the oscillatory patterns at alpha frequencies in [Suffczynski et al., 2001] arose 
from linear filtering of noise fed to the model. In the 
present work we focused on the hypothesis that 
oscillatory patterns could instead emerge as limit-
cycle oscillations without adding noise. In doing that, 
we performed static analyses of the model with 
INMODUL→TCN and INMODUL→TRN as input variables 
(each varying from -15 to +15 mV, 1 mV step) and 
the mean membrane potential of the TCR population 
as output. Each couple of input variables 
corresponded to a simulation run (duration: 100 s; 
integrating method: ode3 fixed step; step duration 2 
ms). We focused on the TCR population since we 
were interested in patterns spreadable to downstream 
neural structures and TCR is the main efferent 
population in the model (especially toward the 
cortex). The oscillatory behaviour of the model was 
depicted through the amplitude and the position of 
the main peak in the density power spectrum 
(estimated through Welch’s method) of the output 
variable. The static analyses were repeated to 
investigate the role of two sets of parameters: i) the 
mutual TCN – TRN connection weights (CTCN→TRN 
and CTRN→ TCN) and b) the properties (slope σx and 
position V0x) of the burst-related de-inactivation and 
and activation static functions (n∞(V) and m∞(V)). 
Finally, we conducted the cited analyses both with 
and without modelling the presence of GABAb 
receptors in the TCR. 

3. Results and discussions 
Fig. 2: input-output analyses performed for different 
values of {CTCN→TRN, CTRN→  TCN}. Left panels: PSD peak 
values; right panels: PSD peak frequencies.  
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3.1. The role of parameters of sigmoids related to burst firing 

We tested several values for the position (V0n) and the slope (σn) of the de-inactivation function n∞(V) and 
for the slope (σm) of the activation function m∞(V). We found that burst firing is possible only if i) n∞(V) and 
m∞(V) have a non-zero superposition region (see eq. 2) and ii) the steepness of the activation function n∞(V) 
is high enough compared with the order of 
magnitude of variations in V. The latter is a key 
point to understand why in [Suffczynski et al., 2001] 
(where both n∞(V) and m∞(V) were very smooth) 
limit-cycle oscillations at α frequencies were not 
reported. By setting |σm| to a very low value (0.01 
mV-1), the activation function resembles an 
Heavyside step function, allowing the population to 
switch from a very low (0 Hz) FR to a high 
frequency FR (hundreds of Hz) when V moves from 
negative to positive values (e.g. passes the 
“switching point” at 0 mV imposed by m∞(V)). Such 
pattern resembles that experimentally observed by 
recordings of bursting activities in the thalamus 
[Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2003]. Given a value for 
the slope of m∞(V), the value of FR during bursts 
mainly depends on: i) the amount of 
hyperpolarization imposed to the population before 
moving to the depolarized state (the higher the 
hyperpolarization, the higher the FR during bursts); 
ii) the position and the slope of the de-inactivation 
function n∞. 

3.2. The role of the connection weights 

Fig. 2 shows the results from the static input – 
output analysis with {CTCN→TRN, CTRN→ TCN} set at 
different values. Slope and position parameters of 
sigmoids were set as in Table 1 (thus allowing 
bursting patterns to be generated). GABAb receptors 
were not considered here and in next section. It can 
be seen that: a) with very low connection weights 
({1,1}, panel 1) oscillatory patterns do not emerge; 
b) by increasing connection weight to {5,1} (panel 2), 
two areas of oscillatory behavior at approximatively 
9-11 Hz appear, (marked areas A and B); c) further 
increases of connection weights enlarge the 
oscillatory areas A and B (panels 3, 4, and 5); and d) 
another type of oscillatory area at 12-13 Hz (marked 
area C) emerges and enlarges with connection 
weights set to {10,5} and {10,10}. 

3.3. Insights into oscillatory modes  

Fig 3 shows the analysis depicted in fig. 2, panel 1 
in a more detailed manner. Former area A is now 
split in areas A1 and A2. A deeper (even if 
qualitatively),  comprehension about the basis of 
emerging oscillatory dynamics need a closer 
observation of the temporal patterns of TCN and 
TCR FRs (Fig. 5). i) area A. Oscillatory behaviour 
always emerges in presence of TCN burst firing. 
(TCN is suitable to start burst firing since in area A 
its V is close to 0, near to the switching point 
imposed by the activation function n∞(V)). 
Depending on INMODUL→TRN, TRN participates in 
sustaining the oscillation through burst firing (when 
set in a hyperpolarized state; area A1; fig. 5 panel 1) 
or tonic firing (when set in a depolarized state; area 
A2; fig. 5 panel 2); ii) area B. The mechanism is 

 
Fig. 3: input – output analysis (output variable: PSD 
peak frequency) with  {CTCN→TRN, CTRN→ TCN} = {10, 5}. 
Gabab receptors not present. 

 
Fig. 4: input – output analysis (output variable: PSD 
peak frequency) with  {CTCN→TRN, CTRN→ TCN} = {10, 5}. 
Gabab receptors not present. 

 
Fig. 5. FP patterns of both TCN (left panels) and TCR 
(right panels) in different oscillatory regions depicted in 
Figs. 3 and 4. 
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similar to that  present in area A. TRN is suitable to init burst firing here. In most of tested input parameter 
values, however, oscillatory behaviour is present only when both TCN and TCR fire in burst mode (see Fig. 
5, panel 3), so we did not further divide area B as we did for area A. iii) area C. The oscillatory patterns arise 
with both populations showing tonic firing. This oscillatory modality is very similar to that observable in 
classical NMM. Differently from areas A and B, where oscillatory patterns are pulse-like, patterns in area C 
are sinusoidal-like (Fig. 5, panel 4). Note that oscillatory patterns in area C are less powerful than those in 
areas A and B (fig 2, panels 4 and 5, left images) iv) frequency of oscillation (FO). The maximum FO (12 -13 
Hz) emerges in area C, when both the TCN and the TRN are engaged in tonic firing, with values of inputs 
setting the ranges of oscillation to lie on the more ripid portions of the input-output f∞ sigmoids. Pattern of 
oscillation is sinusoidal-like. The FO slightly decrease (10 Hz) when one or both populations are set to work 
near the saturation region of the f∞ sigmoids.. Apart from this modulatory effect arising from nonlinear f∞ 
functions, the FO in area C is uniquely determined by the synaptic dynamics. Instead, when burst firing come 
into play (in one or in both populations, areas A1, A2, or B) the oscillatory pattern becomes bursting (pulse 
like) and the FO is determined also by the de-inactivation dynamic, that slows the FO at 10 Hz. A modulation 
effect due to f∞ nonlinearity on the frequency of oscillation still appears in area A2 (with FO becoming lower, 
8-9 Hz, as TRN working point moves to saturation).  

3.4. The role of GABAb receptors 

If GabaB receptors are introduced in the model, the oscillatory behaviour drastically changes in areas A1 
and B, where TRN population fires in burst mode (see Fig. 4 and Fig 5, panel 5). The high TRN FR due to 
burst mode activates GABAb receptors on the TCN population. Slow synaptic dynamics related to GABAb 
activation shift the FO towards 2-3 Hz, resembling what seen in physiological recordings [Destexhe and  
Sejnowski, 2003]. 

4. Conclusions 
The inclusion of both tonic and burst firing mechanisms in a NMM of the thalamus tremendously enhances 

the complexity of model behaviour, with oscillatory activities (resembling physiological ones) arising from 
limit-cycle dynamics. The model can show oscillatory patterns at alpha, higher theta (as an effect of alpha 
slowing) and delta (when GABAb receptors come into play) rhythms. Differently from previous works on 
thalamic NMMs [Suffczynski et al,., 2001], such rhythms arise from the coupling of tonic-tonic, burst-tonic, 
and burst-burst firing modes of the TCN and TRN populations, respectively. Different oscillatory modes can 
be set by independently varying the external inputs to both TCN and TRN populations. The main qualitative 
relationships between parameters of the model and output patterns were derived. Further work is needed to: i) 
fully depict the quantitative relationships between the parameters related to burst firing and the oscillatory 
behaviour; ii) identify suitable values for such parameters to calibrate the output of the model with 
experimental recordings of thalamic activities; and iii) introduce Gaussian noise in the model and study how 
oscillatory patterns arising from linear filtering of such noise could interact with the limit-cycle ones depicted 
in the present work. As stated before, the shape and frequency of the oscillatory output can be changed acting 
on the inputs to the two populations. Such formulation may endorse a study on how dynamical  trajectories in 
the input space (slow compared to synaptic dynamics) could change the model output. By way of example, 
suitable trajectories could be designed i) to simulate the insurgence and the modulation of  sleep rhythms (on 
the basis on the known modification of modulatory inputs coming from brainstem) and ii) to simulate 
changes of sensory input to TCN or changes of cortical inputs to TCN and TCR. Moreover, the model could 
constitute a physiologically based, but yet simple, framework to test hypotheses about the insurgence of 
pathological thalamic oscillations (thalamic disrhytmias) based on known pathological static and / or 
dynamic changes in the modulatory inputs to thalamic populations. Finally, the model could be used as a 
module in more complex NMMs of thalamo-cortical network to investigate how rhythms generated at 
thalamic level could be transmitted to the cortex and/or interact with cortical-generated ones. 
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